DO the right thing

Violence causes that is something really bad because that can pass in anywhere and whatever time and whatever day. The cause of violence is bad because then the boys can't lived they life so good for the cause of violence.

I encounter the violence in the news in the school and in the street. That I affect me because I feel that like the people do that to me or my brother or my family.

I can do for the violence can stop I can call the police for the police see that and can stop that. I can do a announcement for the people please stop that and don't do that again because that affect a lot of people.
DO the right thing.

I notice care for the change that is expected in the school and to the

I accept that I understand the concept of the resource to their

I can go to the another one

This whole step and start to try

To go to a another step that

I press a lot of confidence.